
USC ROSKI DROP-OUT FACT SHEET: DEAN’S STATEMENT

EM “I regret that several1 of our MFA students have stated they will leave the program over issues that were presented 
to us and that we considered to have been resolved,2 specifically having to do with financial aid and curriculum.”

1) In fact it is not “several” MFA students, but rather the entire group of first-year students dropping out in a col-
lective action of protest.  
2) Resolution was never reached, despite our repeated and consistent  good-faith efforts to assure our prom-
ised funding and curriculum with the Dean and Vice Provost. We made it clear that we were only requesting the 
fulfillment of the University’s stated terms upon which we entered the MFA Program. Once Dean Muhl chose to 
rescind these promises, the original terms were never reinstated (see the accompanying “Funding”, “Curricu-
lum”, and “Faculty” documents for original terms and promises and the Roski School’s departure from them).

EM “The USC Roski MFA program remains one of the most generously funded programs in the country. These students 
would have received a financial package worth at least 90 percent of tuition costs in scholarships and teaching assis-
tantships.” 3

3) A forced renegotiation of our recruitment terms took place during the Spring 2015 semester, in which 
our promised TAship funding transitioned from allocation based on “satisfactory progress” to “competi-
tive”. If the newly-implemented (April 21st, 2015) “application” process did not yield the student a TAship 
, 65% of the tuition costs would be covered by scholarships.  Had the Dean honored our original recruit-
ment promises, cash scholarships + TAship would have totalled 82% of tuition costs; once the Dean chose 
to rescind the recruitment funding promises as of Spring 2015, our cohort was no longer offered funding 
assurances with any degree of specificity (see “Funding” document).

EM “The school honored all the terms in the students’ offer letters.4 We offered the students scholarship support with 
an option to apply for a TAship in their second year. This was in keeping with practice at Roski except for a recent three-
year period when two-year TAships were the norm. Subject to the students meeting the standard requirements of basic 
preparedness and satisfactory progress, they would have been first in line for TAships on their return for a second year 
(except for one student who already had full financial support).”5

4) See the accompanying “Funding” document. The email from the Assistant Dean of Student Affairs 
Penelope Jones, an agent of the Roski Administration, expressly clarified and described the funding of-
fered in each award letter. In an effort to recruit our cohort, the Roski Administration represented to us 
that if we enrolled, we would receive second-year TAships, without application or qualification.  Each of us 
reasonably relied upon that representation to make a major life and career choice, to our detriment. This is 

more than an “unfortunate mistake,” as described by the Vice Provost.  The Roski Administration’s repre-
sentations in the award letter, in conjunction with this further email communication by the Assistant Dean, 
effectively created a legally enforceable contract—a contractual obligation based upon the legal principle 
of promissory estoppel.  This contractual obligation was materially breached by the University’s adminis-
trators  in the Spring 2015 semester. 
5) “Priority”, “first in line”, “merit-based” and “competitive” awarding of our promised TAships were terms 
never clarified by the Roski administration, nor presented as binding in any way when the renegotiation 
coercion took effect in Spring 2015.  Our cohort asked the University’s administration several times for 
written, explicit clarification of our cohort’s funding and curricular terms; as of this date, the University has 
refused this request. 

EM “Changes are made to the curriculum on an ongoing basis. Minor changes were made to the MFA curriculum 
prior to the students’ arrival in fall 2014,6 mainly involving one elective in the summer of 2015. Studio visits and study 
tours remain part of the curriculum as the students requested.7 (Clarified 5/18/15: Studio visits have always been and 
continue to be a core component of the curriculum over fall and spring semesters. For-credit studio visit courses for 
the 6-week summer session were discontinued in 2014, but were reinstated for the summer of 2015 at the students’ 
request.)”

6) These changes had not been made at the time we were recruited, accepted and enrolled in the MFA Pro-
gram, nor were we informed that they were forthcoming. The curricular and faculty changes are significant 
(see the accompanying “Curriculum” and “Faculty” documents).
7) We had all chosen to attend the Program based on the quality of the designated MFA faculty, noted stu-
dio artists as listed on the USC Roski School website during our recruitment, acceptance and enrollment 
(see the accompanying “Faculty” document). As of May 10, 2015, we had no idea if there was designated 
MFA faculty or who/how we would work with faculty in the 2015-2016 academic year, despite requesting 
clarification regarding this central matter several times. This lack of certainty as to our Graduate advisory 
faculty all but eliminated the central tenant and culture of the MFA Program we chose to enter.

EM “I have met with the students at length and hope for an opportunity to continue engaging them in a full and open 
conversation.”8

8) Our cohort’s dire concerns were met with hostility, obsfucation and dismissal during each of our seven 
meetings with University administrators, which were uniformly unproductive.  Even in Muhl’s most recent 
public statement, she continues to avoid or manipulate the truth, as we have clearly outlined. Additionally, 
we have received no communications or messages since May 15, 2015 from the University reinstating the 
terms of our program of study or funding offers. Therefore, it is clear that there is no interest on the Uni-
versity’s part in “open” dialog or resolution of these matters.

—Fr: Erica Muhl, Dean of the Roski School of Art and Design, Los Angeles, CA, May 15, 2015 (IN ITALICS)
—MFAnoMFA (USC Roski School MFA Class of 2016) clarifications, May 22, 2015 (IN BOLD)



USC ROSKI DROP-OUT FACT SHEET: FUNDING
PROMISES MADE DURING RECRUITMENT FORCED RENEGOTIATION OF TERMS AS ENROLLED STUDENTS

Award Letter—April 24, 2014 Email from Asst. Dean of Student Affairs—April 1, 2014 From Dean—April, 21, 2015, pg. 1 pg. 2

Under the promises made during the recruitment, with the exception of one IAF scholarship student, 
the funding is as follows: 

Scholarships and TAships would cover 83% of the total tuition cost. Among the group, based on USC’s 
loan dispersal for cost-of-living, the average student would take out $37,626.20 in loans to cover tu-
ition and cost-of-living.  

With the second-year funding promised, each student would graduate with $37,626.20 in debt.

Without the promised TAships, with the exception of one IAF scholarship student, if the student did not 
receive the “competitive” TAships, the funding is as follows: 

Scholarships would cover 65% of the total tuition cost.
Among the group, based on USC’s loan dispersal for cost-of-living, the average student would take out 
$75,252.40 in loans to cover tuition and cost-of-living.  

Without the promised TAship, each student would graduate with $75,252.40 in debt.

First Year of Tuition   $38,400
First-year Scholarship  $25,000.
Second year TAships  Free Tuition ($38,400), teaching stipend ($10,500), medical and dental benefits
Total cost of Tuition per Student $13,400

First Year of Tuition   $38,400
First year Scholarship  $25,000
Second Year of Tuition  $38,400
Second Year Scholarship  $25,000
Total cost of Tuition per Student $26,800

—The email from the Assistant Dean of Student Affairs Penelope Jones, an agent of the Roski Administration, expressly clarified and described the funding offered in each 
award letter. In an effort to recruit our cohort, the Roski Administration represented to us that if we enrolled, we would receive second-year TAships, without application or 
qualification.  Each of us reasonably relied upon that representation to make a major life and career choice, to our detriment.The Roski Administration’s representations 
in the award letter, in conjunction with this further email communication by the Assistant Dean, effectively created a legally enforceable contract—a contractual obligation 
based upon the legal principle of promissory estoppel. This contractual obligation was materially breached by the University’s administrators  in the Spring 2015 semester.

—The dean’s letter on April 21st, 2015 claiming that “the only official notification from the Roski School of merit awards of any kind is contained in the offer letter sent to 
you “ is not true. The students were recruited with both the award letter and further communication from Roski administration clearly stating TAships for the second-year 
without further application. Therefore, USC created a legally enforceable obligation that has the force of a contract derived from their initial representation to students, 
based upon the legal principle of promissory estoppel.



USC ROSKI DROP-OUT FACT SHEET: CURRICULUM
USC WEBSITE WHEN STUDENTS WERE RECRUITED

The MFA curriculum as it existed when we were accepted and recruited to attend the program was 
built around an Individual Studies (FA 520) component that offered three to four studio visits per 
semester with each of the four designated MFA faculty members, an intensive Crit Class (FA 550) 
that met 15 times per semester and afforded each MFA student the opportunity to present twice per 
semester, and a robust Visiting Lecture Series (FA 515) that brought between 10-14 visitors to cam-
pus each semester and provided MFA with three studio visits each with pre-selected visitors. Other 
components included the annual Special Topics Theory/Criticism course (FA 551) aimed specifically 
at graduate student artists and curators.  This curriculum had been crafted and refined by designated 
MFA faculty members including Jud Fine, Sharon Lockhart, Tala Madani, Frances Stark, A.L. Steiner, 
and Charlie White.

NEW USC WEBSITE

The revised curriculum was formed and finalized by the Dean and faculty administrators outside of this 
MFA faculty group after we enrolled. It weakened and/or removed each of the above elements, diluting 
components such as the Visiting Lecture Series down to where few visitors would come each semester 
and no studio visits with them were assured. These revisions were written by individuals without expe-
rience teaching in or administrating an MFA program. The MFA program we agreed to attend featured 
a curriculum written by and for practicing studio artists. The revised curriculum has a different focus 
and does not reflect a program that any one of us would have elected to apply to or attend.

May 2015, http://roski.usc.edu/mfa/program-elements.htmlMay 2014



USC ROSKI DROP-OUT FACT SHEET: FACULTY
USC WEBSITE WHEN STUDENTS WERE RECRUITED

The MFA curriculum as it existed when we were accepted and recruited to attend the program was 
built around an Individual Studies (FA 520) component that offered an average of three to four studio 
visits per semester with each of the four designated MFA faculty members.  

“The MFA faculty at the Roski School of Art and Design is made up of internationally recognized, pro-
fessional artists.  Permanent core faculty members are Jud Fine, Sharon Lockhart, Frances Stark, and 
Charlie White.” 

“Each semester, the core faculty is joined by a visiting core faculty member for the purpose of di-
versifying the discourse around student work.  In the fall of 2013, Tala Madani, Paul Sietsema, and 
A.L. Steiner will serve as visiting core faculty members.  All MFA students meet with each of the core 
faculty members at least twice per term.”

NEW USC WEBSITE

The group repeatedly requested clarification as to which faculty would be designated to the MFA Pro-
gram for the 2015-2016 academic year, and under what terms of commitment they would serve due to 
the Dean’s removal of the MFA Core faculty structure. The Roski School’s website continues to reflect 
this refusal to provide concrete details on this central pedagogical component, with no dedicated fac-
ulty listed on the MFA program website.

May 2014, partial listing of faculty
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